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Hello Haskayne! My name is JACOB KROETSCH, I am a first-year accounting student who is running to be your next 
Vice President of Operations and Finance for the Haskayne Students Association. The VP Op-Fi acts as the bridge 
between Haskayne clubs and funding so it’s extremely important to have the right person filling this role. As a 
current director of Operations and Finance in the HSA I understand the culture and workings of the finance 
portfolio. Who better to take on this position then someone who has been working under this portfolio all year? As 
VP Op-Fi I will bring the following changes and additions to the Op-Fi portfolio: 
 

1. Create Auditor role for the HSA: 
The finance portfolio is one of the least talked about and thus least known about portfolios in the HSA. It 
is generally a portfolio where essentially all the work is dealt with by the Vice President. Unfortunately, 
this has resulted in it being not very transparent or accountable. In the past couple of years there have 
been many issues and mistakes in bookkeeping, which have made it extremely difficult for the finance 
portfolio to run smoothly. I want to introduce the position of Auditor to the HSA. An Auditor would bridge 
this gap between the finance portfolio and the rest of HSA by identifying mistakes in book keeping and 
reporting them to the VP Op-Fi and other relevant parties. Having a second set of eyes looking through all 
the documentation will prevent future mistakes from occurring and create more accountability and 
transparency within the Op-Fi portfolio and HSA.  
 

2.  Increase Director involvement in finance: 
Due to the nature of the Op-Fi Portfolio it has traditionally been hard to delegate tasks to Directors. I will 
work more directly with my Directors through face to face Op-Fi portfolio meetings at regular intervals. 
During these meetings Directors will be brought up to date on all important news regarding Op-Fi as well 
as review all financial transactions completed since the last meeting. I will also ensure Directors have 
more first-hand experience in the tasks associated with VP Op-Fi (of course under my supervision). This 
will allow Directors to learn more about the process and give them the opportunity to see if being a future 
VP Op-Fi is something they want to strive for. In the end this will create more knowledgeable Op-Fi 
Directors, who may become excellent candidates for VP Op-Fi in future elections. 
 

3. Standardize bookkeeping process:  
Currently there is no standard process for financial bookkeeping in the HSA. This has resulted in major 
issues during the transfer of records between Op-Fi Vice Presidents over the years. I want to create a 
standard method of recording all transactions utilizing Excel. Creating a standardized spreadsheet will 
eliminate most of the confusion for future VP Op-Fi as well as increase the efficiency and reduce errors in 
the bookkeeping process. 
 
Let’s modernize HSA finances! Vote JACOB KROETSCH! 

 
 
 
 

 


